Barrel Racing Rule Proposal
Submitted by: Cambria Estep
To be added to Rule Book
Unsafe Ground Conditions
a) If the arena conditions are deemed at any time to be unsafe by the arena/event director, judge or the
primary stock contractor, competition may be stopped until such time as the arena conditions are
deemed satisfactory by the individual who initially determined the arena conditions unsafe.
b) Additional equipment maybe brought in if needed to make conditions safe. Event/round can be
rescheduled if conditions cannot be changed or improved.
c) If arena conditions were deemed unsafe. The runners that have competed in the that “unsafe”
performance or slack will get a rerun after ground is improved. Runners will rerun in the original draw
order.
d) Pattern may deviate from the course measurements see rule #29 and #30 if the arena conditions
don’t allow this course.
e) There shall be no reruns given at a rodeo if a horse falls, unless ground has been deemed “unsafe”
f) The ICA/Event director can work with the committee to pursue incremental drags if desired. This does
not have to be declared by the committee when their packets are due to the ICA. As long as it is
confirmed prior to the first performance, drag changes will be allowed, as long as there are drags every
12 runners
Delete from 2022 rule books
#10 There shall be no reruns given at a rodeo if a horse falls – replacement rule listed above (e)
#14 More than 1 girl can ride the same horse in the same performance.

#27 d) Should the girls know that the barrels are set wrong and there is not enough time to correct it,
they will RUN, in consideration of the committee. They will be rerun after the performance.
#28 e) Local and novice barrel racers can run on the ICA markers, but must run after the ICA contestants.

Rule Proposal Ranch Bronc:
Submitted by Sabien Bohrn
•
•

Ranch Bronc Payout changed to match Saddle Bronc and Bareback Payout Scale.
Add Rule: When Double Entries are allowed, a contestant cannot draw the same animal 2
consecutive performances.

Novice
Submitted by Kevin Hensen
Add: Novice Contestants must be under the age of 21 years old.
Add: Novice Contestants must only enter Novice events. A contestant cannot enter in the “open”
equivalent event. In the event that a contestant enters and competes in an non novice event that they
also compete in the novice version of, they will forfeit their novice card and status for the year.
General Membership
Submitted by Anthony Verdino
All Around year end champion will be determined by points vs Money.
Prime rodeos will count as Follows:
1st place 72 points
2nd place 66 points
3rd place 60 points
4th place 54 points
and continue to decrease by 6 points per placing.
Co approved Rodeos will count as follows:
1st place 36 Points
2nd place 33 points
3rd place 30 points
And continue to decrease by 3 points per placing.

